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Abstract: Behind the European Iron Curtain another “iron curtain” was
drawn, between Albania and the rest of the socialist countries in Europe. Its
architect was the dictator Enver Hoxha, who constructed Albanian national
identity as a gated community based upon the dialectics of inclusion and exclusion. As a result, “socialist realism” Albanian art under communism can be
differentiated clearly from art in other socialist countries. Political power and
ideas on culture and particularly on painting meant birth of an official kind
of art, parallel with an alternative art which I named painting in the shadow.
The idea of painting in the shadow gives creators the possibility to operate on
two levels. The first is the internal, psychologically sequential level of the creative process itself. This refers to selective activities and elaborate ideas using
pictorial means from forbidden modern art – impressionism, expressionism,
abstractionism. On the second level, artists operate beyond individual intentions just to indicate political position and rhetorical application of specific
ideological regulations.
Both levels are of interest to art practices in that they serve to reinforce artists’ position in official art in general, and to develop the artistic avatar on
the private scene of painting in the shadow in particular. I am interested here
in the first level, where avatars of Albanian artists under communism can be
differentiated due to aspects of their styles and courage to react beyond the
official rules. The basic problem with the contemporary interpretation of that
unknown painting in the shadow is that it does not seem to take account of the
fact that viewers nowadays are free to interpret, while painters were brought to
heel in the face of the “method of socialist realism”.
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During Communism, behind the European Iron Curtain, another “Iron
Curtain” was built between Albania and the rest of the socialist countries in Europe. Its architect was the dictator Enver Hoxha, who constructed the Albanian
national identity as a gated community based upon the dialectics of inclusion
and exclusion. West European culture and East European states, as well as some
aspects of socialist governance, were excluded from Hoxha`s plans, and Albania
began its long life of self-isolation. All these facts were marked through “socialist
realism” in art: for instance, some landscapes represent houses in a border area
with flags on their roofs as a sign of the Albanian frontier.
Introduction
This article lays down the main idea of the types of effects engendered
by the new trend of “socialist realism” from the late ’50s onwards, on the one
hand, and by Hoxha’s governing (1944-1985) and the decisive blow against
artistic freedom dealt by the Black Plenum of the Albanian Labor Party in
1973, on the other hand. The study balances between artists’ avatars, alternative and official, and the characteristics of Albanian official art whose foundation was laid by the principles of “socialist realism” which, however, developed
in its own way.1 It is important to clarify that this happened under Hoxha’s
dictatorship, so that in the face of “socialist realism” in Albanian art we cannot really recognize the overall characteristics of “socialist realism” from the
rest of socialist countries; Albanian official art does not share all the features
of so-called “totalitarian art”. However, there is a clear ideological cohesion of
totalitarian culture, ways in which the embodiments of aesthetic ideas were
too limited by totalitarian power. Ideological and social fantasy, served in disguising rhetoric garb, had to be depicted in a legible, clear, simple way which
had less aesthetic value.
Igor Golomstock proves in his book, Totalitarian Art2, that totalitarian
realism had ideological, if not formal, roots in early twentieth-century modernism. He writes: “though a totalitarian state disguises itself in revolutionary
garb during its first stage of development, the art engendered by it turns out
sooner or later to be the result of the resuscitation of the most conservative
and outmoded traditions.”3 He further states: “the avant-garde concept of
the construction of the New Man was later to become the esoteric mission
of totalitarian culture”, and through art we can remember the feeling of
“standing on the threshold of a new era”.4
1

See Fjoralba SATKA, Tendencies in Albanian painting – 1950-1980, PhD. Diss., National
Academy of Art, Sofia, 2009, pp. 250.
2
Igor GOLOMSTOCK, Totalitarian Art in the Soviet Union, the Third Reich, Fascist Italy,
and the People’s Republic of China, London, 1990.
3
Ibidem, p. 3.
4
Ibidem, p. 28.
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In the case of Albanian official art especially, we have the clear sense of that
“threshold”, even though there is no link between European avant-garde painting,
in its search for new aesthetic expressions, and Albanian “socialist realism”. Essentially, official art after the Black Plenum in 1973 really resuscitated “the most
conservative and outmoded traditions”. It is from this fact that creative differences originate between the concepts of official art and those of alternative artists.
However, official renunciation of modernism was neither “preference” for realism
nor a “tendency”, such as in Fascist Italy5 The Albanian political and cultural situation was also irrelevant to the one described by Vittorio Fagone: “The existence
of separate factions fragmented cultural life, as various groups rejected official
cultural institutions in order to costruct ones reflective of their individual visions.”6
Totalitarian conditions in the country did not permit the existence of any fractions. Official “renunciation” of modernism was, in fact, a fierce struggle against
it, and was imposed by the state imposed norm of following the principles of the
new method called “socialist realism”. Whoever did not adopt the ideas of Albanian “socialist realism” painted in secret and hid their works in the privacy of their
studios just to re-embody their inner artistic ideas and concepts about art.
Rumanian art historian Magda Carneci draws attention in her study, Art
of the 1980s in Eastern Europe7, to the term of post-modernism: if post-modernism denotes the period after modernism, and at the same time relates to
post-industrial society, it will be difficult to use it for the ex-socialist countries.
On the other hand, if post-modernism is thought of as a cultural concept,
things become more complicated. This seriously concerns the gated Albanian
culture and art that grew against any modernism as well as apart from the
“socialist realism” in the USSR, DRG, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria etc.
Art evolved as ideological and politicized, but not as modernized.
The theoretical basis of this article derives from the relationship policy–art
in totalitarian Albania, in particular from the development of political ideas
on art and perceptions on art, shared or not in artistic circles. The organization
of the article is around the fundamental concept that every artistic idea distant
from Albanian type of “socialist realism” seems impossible for Albanian artists
to put into their works. Regardless of Stalin`s decree in 1932, Hoxha decreed
Albanian “socialist realism” the only type of “socialist” and “realistic” art acceptable, which excluded whatever elements of abstraction, futurism, even
expressionism and impressionism. Therefore, the features of Albanian official
art cannot be wholly summarized by the characteristics of “totalitarian art” as
Golomstock considers it to be, and may be in the other socialist countries.
5

See Roger GRIFFIN, “Fascism an anti-culture and unnatural pairings”, in Renaissance and
Modern Studies, vol. 42, Autumn 2001, pp. 95-115.
6
Vittorio FAGONE, “Arte, politika e propaganda”, in Gli annitrenta. Arte e cultura Italia,
Milan: Mazzota, 1983, p. 51.
7
Magda CARNECI, Art of the 1980 s in Eastern Europe, Texts on Postmodernism, Bucharest:
Paralela 45, 1999, p. 40.
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The significant fact is that the appearance of official art, and at the same
time, of painting in the shadow, as a result of the ideological dictatorship,
serves as an unmistakable sign that these two distinct and completely different, but parallel trends in painting correspond to the avatars of Albanian
artists. The relationship between intellectuals and the governing power are
materialized in their notions, concepts, behaviors and art production. Their
avatars are interrelated through the medium of psychological feelings, as well
as related outwardly by connecting or distinguishing gestures of repressed and
unfulfilled creative wishes. In a time of totalitarianism, the deciding factor for
publicizing of a work of art was political circumstances that compelled intellectuals to work according to certain political and artistic canons.
Albanian uncompromising criticism against modern art
The “Double Iron Curtain” around Albania did not allow “decadent”
West European influence to make its way into Albanian arts. Any information about new trends could not reach artists; even anti-conformists, such as
Maks Velo, Edison Gjergo, Ali Oseku, Vangjush Tushi, Abdullah Cangonji
(all artists), Sadri Ahmeti (poet and artist) and others, were uninformed.
Only some illegally imported books and albums interested, but did not satisfy Albanian artist’s need for knowledge. The fate of academia and culture
was predetermined by the “local” ideology: the curriculum in Art History
at the Tirana Academy of Arts was shortened to Impressionism; in creative
circles, someone said something about Matisse’s aesthetics only from a formal point of view concerning his colors and manner of brush painting. All
of West-European art was subjected to uncompromising criticism and total
rejection.
At the end of the 1960s, China and its popular culture were temporarily
included (until 1978) in the dictator’s political and culture programs. Very
soon, the diversity of the country became the degree of its detachment from
the East and West European culture. The big crime in this process was literally the bunkering of the country by physical, political, ideological, cultural
and mental bunkers, which led the state to the absurd of “sui generis” selfisolation. A pernicious product of the sanctioning role of this policy was the
Constitution,which announced Albania was “the only real socialist republic”8,
as well as the new role of arts as a product of that policy. Every intellectual was
convinced of the idea defined by Golomstock: “Real totalitarianism requires
ideology and a large scale.”9 The communist dictator is personally engaged
8
Jorgji KOTE, “Helsinki dhe Plenumi i IV”, në Koha jonë, 15 qershor 2008 // Jorgji
KOTE, “Helsinki and the IV Plenum”, in Our time, June 15th, 2008.
9
Igor GOLOMSTOCK, interview in Novoe vremya magazine, reprinted in Literary

newspaper, vol. 38, 22-28.11, Sofia, 1995, p. 8.
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in all acts of art (opening of exhibitions, intervention in the jury, editing of
documents, etc.)10
In short, Albanian culture was entirely stifled by the ideology, as art historian Silvia Burini writes about Italy: “In general, every artistic genre educated
people in the spirit of the needed party ideology.”11
The types of effects of the iron dictatorial policy regarding art and the new
method of “socialist realism” were disastrous for national culture: sentences of
death by shooting, sentences of 2 to 10 years in prison, arrests, suspended sentences,
deportations and exile to distant villages, sentences of forced labor, destruction of works
of art, interruption of artistic life and work in solitude, loss of status as an artist,
banning from practicing, reorientation of artists to other professional practices, etc.
Many artists adapted to their circumstances and implemented the new
principles in art, others were divided between the characteristics of the new
trend and their inner artistic beliefs and concepts. The real alternative artists
remained faithful to their views and opposition.
Diverse reactions appeared over the years to the ideological monopoly: personal
voice and outspoken resistance became passive collaboration, explicit criticism subsided into silence, quiet refusal to display any works of art or blind loyalty.
The fundamental effect produced by the implementation of “socialist realism” by Hoxha’s dictatorship was profanation of the creative nature of art.
Albanian arts were used in general as a tool to conceptualize the nation as
the only one developing in the way of “Marxism-Leninism”, and to assert the
country as the only “real socialist-communist” state. In particular, arts were
governed to mold people’s thinking and behavior in line with communist
ideas. The following words illustrate the way in which “socialist realism” in art
had to play its role: “one painting propagandized more than 100-200 propagators or party functionaries”12.
The relationship between intellectuals and the governing power was defined in the first years after the World War II. The party’s interference and
control became strong and strict as early as the ‘50s. At the First Congress of
the Union of Albanian Writers and Artists (1957), the main directions in arts
were clarified: every work of art would be in line with the principles of the
new method coming from Moscow called “socialist realism”. That method
was built based on Andrej Zhdanov’s theory of strict rules for “propaganda and
agitation”, shaping the main structure of an engaged and ideological art and
directly defining its image. Propaganda typically operates with broad strategies: manipulation of reality (lies, half-truths, exaggerations, omissions etc.),
and manipulation of orientation to reality. Both were applied by official art
10
See E. BUSEK, “Zwischen Mithos und Moderne. Zum Verhältnis zwischen Kunst und
Dictatur”, in Kunst und Dictatur, Band 1, S. 11.
11
Silvia BURINI, Realismo socialista e arti figurative: propaganda e construcione del mito, p.
79 – see http://www.esamizdat.it/burini_temi_art_eS 2005_(III)_2-3.pdf
12
Fjoralba SATKA, Personal interview with Agim Faja, painter, recorded 2008.
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through thematic definiteness, restricted characters and objects for representation, politically purposeful artistic messages, ideological suggestions etc.
The ruling power understood the importance of the Union of Writers and
Artists in terms of ideological propaganda and agitation, and turned it quickly
into a political tool for enforcing the strict general trend upon the arts. The
Union was instructed as to its clearly defined aims: “to intensify and bring
closer artistic activity and the political problems of our Party and Government; to ensure the active participation of writers and artists in the socialist
construction of the country; to help its members in their careful and deep
search of reality”.13 Art becomes the object of crucial “state construction”14.
Albanian intellectuals quickly comprehended the new situation and most
had a clear idea of what was happening: “When art is born under dictatorship, this is engaged art. Obviously, it will serve politics. The question is if it
was possible for the creators to work under such a dictatorship”15. The new
directions were explained while students were still in the Lyceum of Art. “Our
teacher at the Lyceum, Abdurrahim Buza, was correct when he told us: «What
the government says must be done». But the trick here is to insert something of
yours, and for this you need talent.”16 Understanding that the best possible
expression of “creative freedom” is simply to add some modern elements into
artworks, even though an artist had no freedom in art, any means and methods of stylistic development, assumes that we can judge or measure Albanian
official or alternative art according to its deviations from standardized “socialist realism” or from the “totalitarian art” described by Golomstock.
Like all institutions under Communism, The Union of Writers and Artists was subjected to control and had to report to the Party. The main agent
of guidance is the “Propaganda Secretary” (the Party Secretary), a position
existing in all state structures and responsible for the implementation of party
ideology. He holds a function of direct party control of the arts, and is bound
with the Party nomenklatura. Any decision of the Union must be approved by
the Central Committee. That leads to the conclusion that the artistic status of
a creator is not a personal choice: “It is quite important for art and literature
to be in the forefront of the people’s struggle for the continuous development
of the socialist revolution”17. Some intellectuals understood the profanation of
13
“Statuti i Lidhjes së shkrimtarëve dhe artistëve”, Në Nëntori, Tirana: Tetor 1957, No. 10,
fq. 204-208 // “Status of the Union of Albanian Writers and Artists”, in October, Tirana: Oct.
1957, No. 10, p. 204-208.
14
Igor GOLOMSTOCK, “Y’a-t-il eu un art totalitaire?”, in Russie en images
1917-1981, BDIC, Nanterre, 1944, p. 274.
15

Fjoralba SATKA, Personal interview with Nestor Jonuzi, painter and art historian,
recorded 2008.
16
17

Ibidem.

Enver HOXHA, “Raporti i konferencës së XVII të organizatës së Partisë së Tiranës, 1921 dhjetor”, Në Drita, 1969, 22 dhjetor. // Enver HOXHA, “Report at the XVII Conference
of the Party Organizations of Tirana, 19-21”, in Light, Dec. 22, 1969, p. 1.
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art imposed on them under the influence of the ruling power: “The degree of
humiliation of the artist was sizable”18.
The most effective intermediate approaches in support of that profanation
of art were critics and hanging committees. Censorship was common practice to
control authors and works of art; some works were taken out of the national
and joint exhibitions, personal exhibitions were closed down, etc. It is interesting to know what criteria decided their fate:
A lot of paintings were not allowed to be displayed because the party instructor found they were made in an inappropriate style. Even though he had
neither the practical experience in art nor the education needed; such people
were not even tested to do this job… We were at the mercy of those little dull
barbarians who were able to guillotine you at any moment.19
Here is another example of criteria widely applied by the dictatorship for
evaluating works of art:
I was preparing a joint industrial exhibition in 1959. The artist Bashkim Bizari had a couple of paintings. Liria Belishova, a member of Political Bureau,
came and asked me: “What is this blue color? It looks like the Yugoslavian flag!”
I answered: “Why, does the Yugoslavian flag only have this color?” She snapped:
“It is not eye catching.” After she left, a military officer, Kozeli, who was later
convicted, said: You should tell her, “You have to have two eyes, so you can catch
it!” Seriously, I was scared because she really had one eye.20

This system of criteria created enough filters in its hierarchy which, unfortunately, artists observed. Through the regulating function of hanging committees for exhibitions, art was standardized and awarded; acquisitions and
money were distributed among a circle of artists who enjoyed the confidence
of the Party.
Withering ideological criticism a Turning point in art development from
1973 onwards
“Imperialist-revisionist encirclement” was the title of the dictator’s report of
15 March 1973. This was the fantasy of the communists, which he had already
begun to preach in the more liberal atmosphere of culture several years before.
Relations between intellectuals and the government were radically changed,
and the lives of individual artists, writers, singers, and cultural and public figures
were shaped by a momentous event in December 1972. That was the XI Albanian Radio and Television Song Festival. The freshest news on international
18

Fjoralba SATKA, Personal interview with Anastasi Kostandini, painter, recorded 2008.

19

Ibidem.
Fjoralba SATKA, Personal interview with Ksenofon Dilo, painter, recorded 2008.
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information agencies represented this Albanian festival as a step towards Western culture. The Yugoslav agency TANIUG said: “Albania makes a step towards
opening to the West”. The main Italian press agency ANSA noted that the last
Song Festival in Tirana, with two program presenters, one large and two small
orchestras, a jury in the Hall and juries in some Albanian towns, was a nice copy
of San Remo, and that proved the influence of Italian television in the development of contemporary cultural tastes of the Albanian people. A report of the
Ministry of Inner Affairs announced: “Sources in State Security recognize songs
from the XI Festival being recorded and sung at home in many towns, where
young people, affected by them, sing and dance in the American style.”21
Enver Hoxha became furious realizing that liberalization in the cultural
life of the country had risen to this “destructive” level. In June the following
year, the IV Plenum of the Central Committee of Albanian Labor Party was
held, and so the year 1973 becomes a turning point for Albanian culture and
intellectuals. The conclusions of the political session highlighted the following processes. At a time when the political and economic integration as well
as cultural variety in Europe were getting more and more dominant, Albania
was placed under government control for the purpose of locking itself out and
self-isolation. From a political perspective, an important ideological reversal
clearly predetermined the fate of art and artists. First of all, the XI Festival was
subjected to withering ideological criticism, emphasized in party materials:
[...] hostile elements in literature and art tried to pave the way for liberalism
under the guise of fighting against conservatism in order to dislodge our literature and art from the path of socialist realism. In fact, they aimed to find fault
in the principle of party management in the literature and the arts.22

The Union of Writers and Artists and some leaders who had allowed dissemination of concepts of foreign theories about Albanian culture were criticized because they had underestimated the real danger of the liberalization
and yielded to “liberal pressure”.
The most chilling effect of the dictatorial policy of withering ideological
criticism was a large number of sentences of death by firing squad and prison
sentences against intellectuals. Albanian “Goliath” Enver Hoxha did not limit
his barbaric attack against the XI Festival, he did the same to all culture. The
darkest period (1973-1978) began with a devastating blow after the XI Festival, when Enver Hoxha started a discussion at a session of the Presidium of
21

Skifter KËLLIÇI, “Enver Hoxha, Festivali i 11-të (22-25 dhjetor 1972), Ramiz Alia dhe
Todi Lubonja”, Gazeta Metropol – online, Botim i Metropol Grup // Skifter KËLLIÇI, “Enver
Hoxha, XI Festival (22-25 December, 1972), Ramiz Aliya and Todi Lubonya”, in Metropol
– online, http://www.gazetametropol.com/print.php?idt=68747 (accessed Januar 11, 20011)
22
“The IV Plenum of the Central Committee of Albanian Labor Party, June 1973”, in
Albanian Encyclopedia Dictionary, Tirana: 1985, p. 847.
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the National Assembly on January 9th, 1973. His aim was to criticize Albanian
Television for following the patterns of foreign televisions, which was smuggling
culture. He proclaimed that the newspapers “Zëri i popullit” (The Voice of the
People) and “Drita” (Light) must attack the XI Festival and its music on the
Albanian Television. Later on, the dictator went into great details at the meeting of the Secretariat of the Central Committee of the Party, in March the same
year, and asked Fadil Paçrami23: “We ask a question: Are you for the Party theses
or for the thesis of the enemy?”24 At the IV Plenum of the Party in June, his attacks
were directed against Fadil Paçrami, Todi Lubonja25 and Agim Mero, and went
on to literature and the arts. He pointed out the importance of that Session and
used it over the next years as grounds to eliminate so-called “enemies” who were
nothing but his most devoted collaborators.
Regarding the relationship between art and politics in Albania, I maintain the
idea of the completely subordinate position of art to politics. All sentences over
culture were planned at this session, called for that reason The Black Plenum.
In October 1974, the director of the Festival, Mihal Luarasi, was imprisoned
and worked as an ordinary builder, and after his release, about 10 years later,
he lost his status and worked as a dyer. His fate was shared by Minush Jero, the
author of the drama “Brown spots”, presented on stage by Luarasi in 1969. The
singer at the Festival, Sherif Merdani, went to prison because of the accusation
that he sang “degenerate western songs” such as “Let it be” at the XI Festival.
A number of intellectuals were sentenced to death by firing squad, such as writer
Vilson Blloshmi, because of his novel “Sahara”. Others were imprisoned – Fadil
Paçrami, a member of Central Committee of the Party, ideological secretary of
the Party Committee of Tirana, writer and dramatist, as well as Dhimiter Xhuvani, writer, for the novel “The Tunnel”. The singers Alida Hisku, Justina Alia
and others were banned from practicing their profession for the same reasons.
In 1973, the Communist Party began intensive attacks against the Union,
taking the form of arrests, imprisonments, suspended sentences, deportations and
exiles. Its chairman, Dhimitraq Shuteriqi, and its secretary, Vilson Kilica,
23
Fadil Paçrami (1922-2008) was an Albanian politician, writer and playwright. He was
Chairman of the Assembly of the Republic of Albania from November 20, 1970 to September
25, 1973.

Skifter KËLLIÇI, op. cit.
Todi Lubonja fought the National Liberation War. He became known as General Director of Albanian Radio and Television, and in this position he will be remembered as the man who brought the spirit of liberalism and professionalism even
though he was a member of the Central Committee of the Party. XI Festival of Song
and Art was an opportunity to aim at a group of intellectuals, among whom were
undoubtedly the most important ones. Fadil Paçrami and Todi Lubonja. Lubonja
was fired because of their liberalism, and Paçrami for hostile activities, as both were
members of the so-called “liberal group”, which occurred after IV Plenum, in 1974.
Lubonja’s family was deported, while Todi’s son, Fatos Lubonja, was a political prisoner like his father.
24
25
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painter, were replaced, then accused of liberalism and manifestation of indifference, slavish imitation of foreign models by artists, of “bourgeois revisionism”, “decadence”, “formality”, admiration for Western art and culture.
A large number of artists were arrested and sent to jail because they had
modern trends in their art. Vangjush Tushi was one of the first artists who
transferred European the art and cultural experience of Athens, Rome, Egypt
to Albania. Regardless of his success, he was sentenced to a 10 years’ imprisonment for political agitation and propagating foreign culture.26
A striking example of a collision between governing power and alternative
thinkers is the architect and artist, Maks Velo, convicted because of his abstract
style of painting and sentenced (1979) to 10 years’ imprisonment, the maximum under the law for agitation and propagating western culture. His book27
is a theoretical explanation of the effect caused by the political control of art and
the clash of artist’s views with the ideological canons in art. 250. His nudes and
abstract painting were confiscated and burned. This procedure of burning was
applied to Maks Velo only, because of his abstract style. Furthermore, Velo
assumes that people who saw his trial in Court can remember how the communists brought every one of the accused into discredit. In fact, he was taken
to a psychiatric hospital for a medical examination!28
Velo took photocopies of his paintings, photographed before burning,
from the Ministry of Internal Affairs. He drew them again so that now he has
got a collection of 100 works from that time, and that is an example of high
level of artistic haecceity. Fortunately, 35 works of art, hidden in a lumber
room, were saved by a French teacher who took them to Paris,before Maks
Velo’s arrest, and saved them during his stay in prison.
Maks Velo has a clear idea of “socialist realism” in art: “Socialist realist
art was born and evolved by an ideology based on violence and crime. This
ideology constrained the art to follow it step by step. Literature and art created during that period were burdened by hatred, delusion and violence
unprecedented.”29 He compares the human spirit to forms, objects, scenery,
and then they grow clearer and more accessible: “Socialism opened a hole and
corrodes me wherever I am, free or imprisoned. It wounds me deeply into my
26
He studied at the Academy of Fine Art in Athens until 1939, and continued his education in Rome where he graduated with a degree in painting in 1942. He was awarded several
prizes in Rome, Alexandria and Egypt. In prison he suffered and died – See “Vangjush Tushi,
Dimri i nudove Korçare”, Gazeta Metropol – online, Botim i Metropol Grup. // “Vangysh
Tushi, Korcha’s winter nudes”, in Metropol – Online, http://www.gazetametropol.com/print.
php?idt=597 (accessed December 16, 2004)
27
Maks VELO, Kohë anti-shenjë, Tirana: Zenit, 2005. // Maks VELO, Time anti-sign,
Tirana: Zenit, 2005.
28
Alma MILE, “Maks Velo: Nudot një nga arsyeja pse më dënuan”, no. Panorama, 19 Janar
2011 // Alma MILE, “Maks Velo: Nudes were one of the reasons why they convicted me, in
Panorama, January 19, 2011.
29
Maks VELO, op. cit., p. 212.
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conscience, and over this human emptiness a slogan is written: «One for all,
all for one»”.30 But the inexplicable and inarticulate deep feeling he got during
the socialism, he could not compare to any object or scenery.
Of the many characteristics of “socialist realism”, which Velo identifies among
the roots of that art, collaboration of social reality with communist ideology,
is undoubtedly among the prime causes generated this “kind” of realism31. In
seeking the collaboration of art, the governing wanted it to embody their absurd
activities, which had no creative ideas and suggestions, but were social experiments that generated a real absurdity. Velo claims where absurd art has been experimented there is a little bit of absurdity in life. To the general characteristics of
“socialist realism” in art, such as falseness, hypocrisy and megalomania, weapons,
lack of artistic sense and search for plasticity, we can add the glorification of
barbarity, praising Hoxha. The influence of communist ideology in art was used
to facilitate the exercise of the governing power, and so the possibility of making
art was excluded. Maks Velo’s profound conviction is that the works of “socialist
realism” can be accepted as anti-art only, and their authors as anti-creators.
Velo’s artistic idea of art as fantasy that should contain, represent and educate in truth, as a way to goodness, is the sense of his views on the relationship
between art and life. Ordinary artists usually collaborate with the dictators
and so they can easily be used. Such artists work to show they are talented
and the dictator can accept them into his service. Over the centuries, we have
witnessed a well-known fact, that geniuses try to use dictators in the service of
their art. But geniuses can be recognized unmistakably.32
Some other painters were imprisoned, Edison Gergo, Ali Oseku, Abdullah Cangonji, Sadri Ahmeti, but in contrast to Maks Velo, no work of theirs
was burnt. Each case of an intellectual is interesting by itself, and in relation
to this issue, avatars of artists are indicative of the diversity of personalities
and differences in the perception of “social realism”. This proves that there were
no organized factions in the country, and intellectuals in their fragmentation
could not be a deciding factor for the development of culture.
Edison Gjergo strongly asserts his understanding of the art. He was arrested
(Jan.1975), initially with only the accusation of modern cubist “elements” in
his pictures, but quickly sentenced (Apr.1975) to 8-year prison for agitation
and propaganda, and as a prisoner sent to work in a mine. Following Western
art was axiomatically bound to the idea of subversion. Therefore, State Security worked out a plan for agitation activities against the artist. By false information they revealed Gjergo`s connections with those who shared the same
perspectives on art. That provoked the relationship between intellectuals and
the Secret Police and some people became betrayers just to save themselves.

30

Ibidem, pp. 262-263.
Ibidem, pp. 264-276.
32
Ibidem, p. 235.
31
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At court, Gjergo declared he disliked the art of “socialist realism”, which
in the judgment was registered as “hostility” started in 1970. In prison, there
were reports to the authorities against the artist, undersigned with the pseudonym “The Wish”. “The Wish” (named M.B.) wrote that Edison carried out
intensive subversive hostile activities in prison. Another convicted person
(Luan) wrote from his cell in September 1980:
I had the opportunity to work with convicted writers Gezim Cela and Max
Velo for nearly a month. During this period, the other prisoner, Edison, was
striving not only to exchange philosophical thoughts with the above writers,
but asked them to take a position. Every day he opens conversations that are
suspicious not only for me but also for the other workers. He mostly tries
to concentrate on fellow prisoner Max Velo, whom he portrays as educated.
From his tireless everyday conversations, I understood that he is a staunch opponent of our social system and a typical enemy of our socialist realist art [...]
this negative person... preaches very dangerous thoughts about our system...
He defines Socialist Realism as art “at the lowest level of artistic realization, as
a measure of ignorance and folly, an old and archaic method”.33

Just weeks after his release from prison (15.11.1982), his archive file is
opened again on 1 December. While he was working as a dyer, a new police collaborator, pseudonym “The Mechanic”, wrote down Gjergo’s words: “I
work here as a slave to make my living and those who sent me here want to
33
Shpëtim KOLI, “Arrestimi dhe përndjekja deri në vdekje e Edison Gjergos”, no Mapo
Online, 31 mars 2011. // Shpatim KOLI, “Arrest and prosecution of Edison Gergo to death”,
in MapoOnline, http://www.mapo.al/index.php?z=lexo&category=3&id=10193&titulli=arrest
imi-dhe-perndjekja-deri-ne-vdekje-e-edison-gjergos (accessed March 31, 2011)
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humiliate me”.34 The Secret Police collected enough information to institute
legal proceedings against him, but meanwhile, Edison Gjergo died (1989).
Many intellectuals received prohibition to practice and so they lost their professional status. Such fate was that of the artist Ali Oseku, sentenced to 4-year
in prison (1975-1979), who after that suffered a number of years working as
a dyer. Very impressive is his dedication to the dictator after his release from
prison, when he painted Hoxha’s greatest picture ever.35 Perhaps it was the
price for the restoration of his social status, but not his inner professional
beliefs. So he was able to regain his prestige and paint again.
Many intellectuals were sent into exile. The painter Edi Hila elaborated his
ideas with some elements of impressionism, and therefore he was sentenced to
3 years forced labor in a poultry farm. Falling under the influence of decadent
Western modern art, including Expressionism and Impressionism, was disastrous for creators. Hila was not a rebel opposed to political power, he was just
against conformism. However, from an ideological point of view, the “criminal” sphere which Hila entered was the everyday miserable life of Albanian
people which he painted.36

34

Ibidem.
Maks Velo remembers: “One day, he came to my place and suggested we go out together.
We walked to the square at the end of the main boulevard and he pointed at his painting. It
was the biggest portrait of Enver Hoxha which had ever been created – about 12 m high, situated on the terrace of the University taking up to 3 floors in height. I could not believe how
Ali Oseku, convicted by the dictator, having spent years in a prison cell, could paint his greatest picture ever! – Fjoralba SATKA, Personal interview with Maks Velo, painter, recorded 2011.
36
“Certainly there were others more active against the artists faithful to government ideology at that time. I was not one of them. My anti-conformism was something natural, something
inherent to me […] This was the truth, but it was also the reason for my results. I have always
been myself in what I have done. I have never undertaken to do politics” – Fjoralba SATKA,
Personal interview with Edi Hila, painter, recorded 2010.
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A lot of intellectuals like Hasan Nalbani, artist, were interned in the countryside. Like most of his colleagues he stayed in silence: “Many of us did not even
open our mouths, kept silence although we disapproved of the regime”.37 Lekë
Tasi was noticed as a painter and artist, and later excluded from any artistic events
in the public domain because of his “decadent” works. He was dismissed as a
musician at the Radio and Tirana Opera House orchestras for “incompetence”,
in spite of 13 years of experience as a soloist and knowing 5 foreign languages.
He was exiled to a village for 15 years (1975-1990) for reasons not related to his
paintings, but because of his job “in the sphere of art”. In the village, he was allowed only agricultural activity, but he secretly painted at home.38

A kind of prison for artists was to be removed from exhibitions as public
events, which were the only communication they had with the audience. That
happened to Naxhi Bakalli. His work as a sculptor is unique because he did
not agree to use the method of “socialist realism”. Naxhi Bakalli’ painting
“When the stars fill the sky” was labeled “unacceptable” by the official critics,
37

Fjoralba SATKA, Personal interview with Hasan Nalbani, painter, recorded 2008.
The artist said: “I have never been interested in the direct representation of nature, and
mostly I was not attracted by socialist realism at all. I was completely cold to this style because
it created a stuffing atmosphere that bound us to the socialist camp and caused our separation
from European art.” Suzana VARVARICA, “Diktatori i Lekë Tasit: Piktura e rrezikshme del
nga sënduku”, në Gazeta shqiptare, 28 Shtator 2008 // Suzana VARVARICA, “Leke Tasi’s
Dictator: The dangerous picture has been taken out of the dowry chest”, in Albanian newspaper,
addendum Milosao, September 28, 2008.
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so the freedom of the author was threatened. “The problem was the limitation
of space of artistic thinking. Creativity was killed.”39

The ruling power struck intellectuals working for newspapers and magazines. The editor of the “Drita” (Light) newspaper, Ibrahim Uruci, ended his
life as a street sweeper, dying in misery. Editor Mojkom Zecho had the same
fate. The famous critic and editor of the magazine “Nëntori” (November), Dalan Shaplo, was fired from work, alongside editors Gjergji Zhei, Andon Kuqali,
Sulejman Mato and others. This campaign continued with the dismissal from
their official positions and conviction of writers Teodor Laco, Pellumb Kulla,
Leka Bungo. For having modern trends and Western culture influence, the
writers Zydi Morava, Jorgo Blaci, Frederik Reshpja, Visar Zhiti, Daut Gumeni, Uran Kostretci, theater director and dramatist Kujtim Spahivogli were
thrown in prison. Surprisingly, the well-known poet Xhevahir Spahiu avoided
being convicted, in spite of the fact that he was personally criticized by Enver
Hoxha twice for having the influence of Sartre’s “reactionary” philosophy of
existentialism on his work. The apex of this dictatorial madness was the death
sentences by shooting of the two young poets Genc Leka and Vilson Bloshmi
because of their poetic works, following the western literary vogue.
Demonstrative effects of party persecutions after the Black Plenum were destruction of works of art, interruption of artistic life and work in solitude, loss of
status as an artist, reorientation of artists to other professions.
Concerning Albanian sculpture, it was dehumanized by the large dose of
criminal character the dictatorship added. Monumental sculptures stir no genuine aesthetic feeling, and what we feel is the effect of the grandeur of bronze.
Emotions are ideological and nonhuman as they cause sense of a subjection,
depersonalization, psychological sterility and draining of any aesthetic sense.
So art collaborated with the state’s crimes, but crime through art is worse than
common crime as it acts on the nation and has a long-term perspective.40
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Fjoralba SATKA, Interview with Fatos Kola, sculptor and pedagogue at The Art Academy, Tirana, recorded January 1, 2009.
40
See Maks VELO, Time anti-sign, Tirana: Zenit, 2005.
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A notable name in sculpture is Janaq Paço (1914-1991)41 , whose name is
linked with the heartbreaking story of sculptures being broken to pieces. It
was a personal act of the sculptor’s, demonstrating unspoken but extremely expressive refusal of any collaboration with the party line. He broke, with his own
hands, a series of 9 nudes and other figures, presenting scenes of love, not in
a haystack or working around a lathe, but beautiful love as that of real human
beings expressing intimacy, gentle love, with a brave free surface, and could be
set in internal environment.
Nude was forbidden to be drawn, painted or sculptured, and for that reason, Paço gave utterance to his indignation and on behalf of all creators. The
main motive is rooted in his conception of the art of the nude and its beauty
and pleasure, imbued with spiritual culture, and not only as a referential object of the reality. His sculptures were formed out of every fashion, without
the violent trends of West-European art, the Greek schools or classical sculpture. The destruction of the beauty of the sculptures is the drama of national
beauty, smashed because of the ideological preaching required.
Paço supported the western trends in art,42 therefore categorically left the
public sphere to create what he wanted, and stayed in silence expressing quiet
refusal but was still apprehensive of the widespread ideologization. His advice
to the students was: “You have to be silent, your work should talk.”43
The government deliberately eliminated the artist, namely by promoting
silence about his work in order to create the perception of his destruction,
and did it successfully. As a result, his works cannot be seen on streets and
in squares, except for two sculptural portraits, excellent examples of portraits
41
Paço left the Thessaloniki Art School and studied at the Academy of Fine Art, Athens,
1933. He came back to Albania in 1941, and, after the Liberation, he worked for the rest of
his life as a teacher at the Art College, Tirana. His statues can be seen in several country towns.
Both Janaq Paço and Odise Paskali, the other remarkable sculptors, were founders of the new
Albanian culture of the XX century. They brought in the trends in world art: Paskali from
Italy and Paço from Greece, the two birthplaces of sculpture. From the ‘40s to the ‘70s, as a

sculptor and teacher, Paço was a mentor to all Albanian sculptors and played a major
role in culture.
42

After the ‘50s, he and Paskali, another great sculptor, was under observation, and the
state commissions stopped displaying their works. During the ‘60s and ‘70s, the Union of

Writers and Artists kept Paço at a distance and continuously eliminated him for his
educational method beyond all ideological codes. Paço’s student, Fatos Kola, teaching
sculpture at the Art Academy of Tirana, said: “We worshipped our teacher’s personality and
work. We adored Paço for one of his most important lessons: with silence and his ar-

tistic mission, he wiped from our minds all political and ideological indoctrination.”
– Elsa DEMO, “Purgatori i Janaq Paços”, Në Shekulli, no. 2187, 4 Shkurt, 2008, fq. 14 // Elsa
DEMO. “Purgatory of Janaq Paco”, in Century, no. 2187, Febr. 4, 2008, p. 14.
43
Elsa DEMO, “Purgatori i Janaq Paços – Ka fituar antiforma, kemi humbur Paçon”,
Intervistë me Fatos Kola, Në Shekulli, no. 2187, 4 Shkurt, 2008, fq. 15. // Elsa DEMO.
“Purgatory of Janaq Paco – The Anti-form won, we lost Paço”, Interview with Fatos Kola, in
Century, no. 2187, Febr. 4, 2008, p. 15.
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in space. But Albania is full of monolithic anti-forms, ideolographics, ideologemes, anti-inspirations, which have nothing in common with what is human and with love.
During those years, some Albanian artists withdrew from cultural life and
worked in shadow; others took their ideas to the grave. Just to find work, most
intellectuals wrote poetry, painted pictures, made sculptures, composed music
pieces about the Party, partisans, the new socialist worker and socialist construction. That was a result of the political ideology functions that “replaced the old
mythology”44 and led consciousness. Only such active collaboration to the new
mythology could save creators when political supervisors closely monitored the
arts and their suspicion could be provoked by whatever and whoever.
At the basis of various social relationships between politics and Albanian
intellectuals lies fear. “Socialist realism” raised indignation in cultural circles
for inserting political ideology. The ideology mediated politics and the arts
and naturalized contradictions among the intellectuals, and fear was the structural element that operated in practice, on behalf of a given set of interests:
I have never liked that system, I was only scared. The fear taught me to be
cunning and to use hypocrisy mixed with love, to use Ny means. I consciously
accepted that you had to be afraid of all that happened to be able to overcome
those circumstances. Only the plain people were not afraid.45
The significant effect of the association between culture with policy, a major
approach of political control over arts, is its vital ingredient which I refer to
as the process of habituation. Habituation was the only process that helped
intellectuals in selecting from among the forced symbols of the “socialist realism” (the Albanian red flag, the pentacle, the Party red book, the rifle, etc.)
as inputs for a simple ideological interpretation of their works. That requires
abandoning the truth of stark “here-and-now” reality because of the “future”
promised by the Party. Artists had to serve politics, so that we can see how
truth in this “kind” of realistic style, if possible any to be named “socialist” as
there is no “capitalist” one, is constructed and reconstructed in every painting
and at every National or Joint Exhibition. But no painting can contains full
guarantees of its own truth.
Art analysis must note the various claims to truth, as many as there are
paintings, and also look outside the painting, outside the official exhibitions,
for other works of art impossible to be displayed, because deriving from the
imposed versions of the truth that is in dispute. For realism in art as a whole,
truth always matters, and is always open to dispute, and “socialist realism” is
a special matter.

See K. ЛЕВИ-СТРОСС, Структурная антропология, Москва, 1983, No. 186 // K.
LEVY-STROSS, Structural anthropology, Moscow, 1983, p. 186.
45
Fjoralba SATKA, Personal interview with Anastas Kostandini, painter, recorded 2009.
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I may assert that the “socialist” truth of “socialist realism” in Albanian arts
is versions of social relationships between authors and the ruling power, and
that is another effect of the inculcation of the new method. Above all it was
an innovation to treat artistic forms as the product of political and ideological
processes. Surely the political discursive processes that surrounded all events
were considered plenty of inspiration for creative work. As a result, art deployed in specific situations by a specific agent for specific political purposes
appears. Art as ideology was the main attitude for what had come to be called
“socialist realism”.
The state witnessed diverse reactions towards the ideological monopoly of
the Party. The activities of various literary and artistic bodies opposed the principles of “socialist realism”. Intellectuals were awake to the manipulation over
art and manipulation through art for ideological purposes. Kujtim Buza46
remembers some words of party criticism: “There are artists who paint some
paintings for exhibitions, but others at home. Is the dictatorship of the proletariat
to suppress them?! And those were not just words, but words of command.”47
Despite the reaction of intellectuals, it could not be said that a large group
of dissident thinkers was formed. Moreover, their criticism, strict and motivated at the beginning, almost subsided into silence in the years after the Black
Plenum.
As a result of the explicit criticism of the dissidents, scores, dramas, comedies, novels, poetry, paintings and music were forbidden for ideological failings and violations. “The most dangerous censor was the executive power and
the biggest censor was the Frightful Dictator Enver Hoxha”48. Responses, formulated under pressure in terms of personal voice and outspoken resistance,
were punished by prison or forced exile. After prison, most intellectuals were
on their best behavior by passive collaboration, and continued working to the
satisfaction of their personal artistic needs, expressing quiet refusal to display
their works at the National and Joint exhibitions every year.
Some intellectuals showed blind loyalty to the ideological art program because they really believed in Communism and “socialist realism”. One of the
talented painters, Skender Kamberi, shares in an interview: “I am an artist of
socialist realism. I loved Communism.”49 Surely that was his truth, and his
talent felt comfortable in the new method.
First of all, it was really enough for some artists to be in good relations
with the governing local nomenclature because of the possibility to display
46

Painter, lecturer, one of the founders of the Art Academy, member and chairman of the
Union of Writers and Artists.
47
Fjoralba SATKA, Personal interview with Kujtim Buza, painter, recorded 2008.
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Elsa DEMO, “Të penguarat”, Shekulli, 9 April 2011 // Elsa Demo, “The Stopped”, in
The Century, April 9, 2011.
49
Fjoralba SATKA, Personal interview with Maks Velo, architect and painter, recorded
2008.
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their works regularly. Unfortunately, some of them did not understand the
restrictions of “socialist realism” and walked straight into the trap of voluntary
betrayal of their own artistic nature. There is a curious example of a realistic
artist and his propaganda against Communism. Alush Shima has always been
a realistic painter, but for a time he made paintings of modern criticism of the
regime. Today, although there is democracy, Shima does not make modern
works but landscapes, still life. Obviously, an artist does not become fashionable, so he was born and cannot substantially alter.
Even more courageous activities in artistic life were generated by artists’
enthusiasm and experiments. Being denied the opportunity to read and get
information, artists worked intuitively, on an unconscious level, without theoretical education and well-molded professional consciousness. Nevertheless, a
lot of them were sentenced to prison for experiments in some modern trends.
Painting in the shadow as artists’ avatars against the official art
There is no doubt that the long history of normative reality in art has contributed to the development of varied and subtle means for its presentation
and communication. Unfortunately, the direct contrary, “socialist realism” as
a method of Albanian official art seems to provide much less explicit means
for the elaboration of normative reality, and moreover, reduces or eliminates
what may be recognized in the art of the former socialist countries in Europe.
Therefore, Albanian “socialist realism” in art under Communism can be differentiated clearly from the “socialist realism” in the art of the other socialist
countries. Albanian political power and ideas on culture caused the birth of
an official art.
The social and economic status of the Albanian artist is another source for
the special emphasis on the Albanian aspect of expression of normative reality
in the official art.
The main function attributed to official art is the presentation of socialist
reality, therefore its method is called “socialist realism”. I can firmly say which
means of “presentation of naked reality”, “socialist”, “capitalist”, “feudal”,
“slave-holding” or “primitive” method, whatever we name it, is not beyond
certain rules and principles for presentation in one aspect only, as mythological “socialist realism”, on top of all, too far from everyday reality itself.
Art in Albania is supposed to have clear meanings and simple associations
which include no more than ideological proclamations as follows: art must
stimulate the courage for struggle against the surrounding enemies of Albania;
it must rouse patriotism and enthusiasm for sticking to the Party line in the
socialist construction of the country; it must make people strive for collectivism and union with the Party; art must include concretization of political
events and bodies, enunciation of social rules, delineation of moral norms
and modes of acting for the new “socialist” citizen, and all of these in order to
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mislead society and get it involved in confrontation with Western culture, and
even with East-European socialist cultures.
What characterizes Albanian official art is the ideology which is structured
like symbolic figures of the main theme – a pentacle, the Albanian red flag,
Party Red book (with the latest party decisions, directions and instructions),
the red partisan scarf, fist, hammer and sickle, sheaves of wheat, in addition
to the portrait of Enver Hoxha, partisans, party bodies. Ideology is inscribed
in art practice, as well as in structures of meaning, it is embodied in pictures
and inseparable from the system of themes which are worked out. Art analysis
must take full account of the ideology inscribed in political discourse practices, and has to be its substitute in the social space. As Popov summarizes,
“Painting, as well as literature, which turns into «meta-art», assumes the functions of political and social discourse”.50
The various dimensions of ideology through symbols, political bodies and
events, views of socialist construction and the Partisan War, Party leadership,
etc. can be analyzed from different perspectives. Neither meaning nor associations with an image are independent of the thematic context in which the
image appears. The general context of a theme determines the range of the unfolding meaning as well as its symbolic directions. The more specific influence
on meaning and associations is exerted by the narrow context of a symbol or
image. In such an analytical context I can assert the idea of “dehumanization
of art”.51
The relationship of the artists with the product of their creative labor is
presented not as a social relationship, existing between themselves, but as an
ideological relation imposed between the artist and the ruling power. Definitely, “socialist realism” in art indicates the authority of the political power
but not of the artist, their manner, stylistic features, aesthetic ideas, and whatever else. Obviously, we can notice differences in the paintings of the best
artists, but broadly speaking, in the most cases the distinctive characteristics
are not the essential ones. The official art, referring to ideological processes or
mental processes was used ideologically to indicate the authority of the political discourse or the relation of the artist to the discourse. Paintings express
the relations between the commanders and the commanded involved in an
artistically explicit form.
Painting in shadow is an alternative art, parallel with the official one, created in secret and remaining unknown, not displayed in any exhibition. That
is why I named it in shadow. It refers to modern West European styles of Impressionism, Expressionism, Abstractionism and Cubism.
50
Чавдар ПОПОВ, Тоталитарното изкуство. No., 2004. // Chavdar POPOV, Totalitarian Art. Ideology, Organization, Practice, Sofia: St. Kliment Ohridski University Press,
2004, p. 200.
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The phenomenon of painting in the shadow is a variation on another phenomenon known in other countries, and in certain fields of activity, as “samizdat”. That means artists pay with personal funds for everything, contrary to
the official art authors, to whom the Party gives all materials, provides studios
for work, distributes prizes, and makes purchases from official exhibitions.
Painters, released after years in prison or exile, try to elude compliance with
party-imposed censorship on their works, and draw in secret light at home,
hide pictures which are impossible to display, do not even show them, except
to some close friends and relatives.
As a deviation from official art, painting in the shadow is a kind of relation
of forces between the totalitarian system and artists who were against it. The
idea of painting in the shadow gives creators the possibility to operate on two
levels. The first one, and the essential one, is the internal psychologically sequential level of the creative process itself. This refers to selectivity of activities
and developed ideas using pictorial means from the “forbidden” modern art
above. On the second level, making official works of art, some artists operate
across individual intentions just to indicate any political position and rhetorical application of the specific ideological regulations.
Both levels are of interest to art practice in the way they serve to reinforce
artists’ position in cultural space in general, and to develop the creators’ avatars on the private scene of painting in the shadow in particular. On the first
level, avatars of Albanian artists under Communism can be differentiated due
to the aspects of their styles and courage to react against the official rules. The
basic problem with the contemporary interpretation of that unknown parallel
art is that it does not seem to take account of the fact that viewers nowadays
are free to interpret, while painters were brought to heel at the principles of
the “socialist method” as a system of qualifications of art.
Painting in shadow in its necessary interpretation refers to the psychological need of the authors to express their ideas and creative power. All these
works of art share this quality, giving art historians and analysts the opportunity to describe the author’s relationship to political, social and artistic reality.
On the other hand, official art is convenient for a conservative ideological
analysis whose contradictory task was to portray a peculiar social and political
system as the continuation of a specific evolutionary program.
What these two parallel arts, official art and painting in the shadow, indicate is that art mediates the author’s view of the world in both production and
interpretation. It is not that there is an underlying reality which artists transform to suit their need; it is rather that there are “competing” realities which
become reflected in the various structures which artists employ to talk about
the world. Moreover, any artistic transformation is affected by party ideology
– the works of official art, whose choices of specific subjects to portray were
explicitly politically motivated, in conformity with communist ideology, as
opposed to painting in the shadow.
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Conclusion

As clarified above, ideology and propaganda are widespread canons laying
the basis of “socialist realism” that evolved under the constraints of Hoxha’s
authoritarian governance. Political circumstances in Albania result in the
characteristics of official art and in various creative realizations of artists as
reactions to it. The main avatars of artists in the context of “socialist realism”
actually represent their attitudes to both the new ideas and functions of art
and the ruling power. To a great extent, the artistic effect of works of art, official or clandestine, closely bound by policy, is on the basis of the hidden
creative potentials of intellectuals. Creative avatars of artists can be regarded
as ideological practices which may be associated with practices of political mobilization of art, or, on the contrary, practices of personal creative fulfillment
against or even pro-official art.
What is expressed and contained in this material is easier to apply to art in
analytical practice. The ideological context of the Cold War during the period
of Communism framed different approaches to art history and art analyses. It
is beyond any doubt, what “socialist realism” has done seems to be, in contrast
to its name “realism”, ludicrously irrelevant, because it ignored the reality of
human suffering in their concern with daily life. Therefore the nature of our
concern with “socialist realism” in the official art nowadays should include
the point at issue of “truth” and “what really happened”. Art analysis must
consider the two parallel realities depicted by the artists as their personal avatars, so that every form of analysis necessarily includes “official art” as well as
painting in the shadow, which method would be appropriate to the real status
of Albanian art as a whole over those four decades under Communism.
In short, the key to a healthy analysis of Albanian art is to make a serious
reassessment of official art and clandestine art, called by me “painting in the
shadow”, in light of the acquired characteristics as a result of the new method
of “socialist realism” and the local dictatorial power, proclaiming one art as
official and other one as smuggled and deviant.
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